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IN THE NAME OF GOD
THE BENEFICENT,
THE MERCIFUL

"O Menf I have created you front a male and a

Jemale and divided you into nations and tribes in

order to increase your understanding. But the
nablest of you before God are those with most
virtue. (The Holy Quran, Chapter 49, Verse 13)

Mr. Chairman, Excellencies, Ladies and

Oentlemen!

I begin my speech by asking you to summon up

to your silent thoughts in this Session to the sweet
remembrance of God's prophets who were

humanity's original teachers and tutors and

Promoters of divine values. We salute them and all

those m the past who devoted their efforts and
sacnficed their lives for human ideals, those who
held up f.rmly the banner of freedom in the midst
ot storms, those who said 'no' to dominations

n>oted ,n power, money and deceit in order to say
yes to the legitimate demands of oppressed

humanity. Yes, they kept the sublime Ideals of
humanity alive in the face of the pressure of

oppressors and the cruelty of tyrants, and

glonously passed them on to us.

I also take this opportunity to congratulate the

Le°Pie u Z™babwe especially His Excdlency

Mr. Robert Mugabe/or the Chairmanship of the
Non-Ahgned Movement and to wish him

complete success in the important and delicate

mission of directing the Movement towards the

achievement of its noble ideals.

The competence, wisdom and intelligence ofthe
Zimbabwean leadership in the administration of
th.s newly-independent country in the face of
Problems rooted in the evil heritage ofcoloftialism

and the courageous resistance of this country in
confrontation with the savage threats and

barbarous pressures of the racist south-African

regime and other imperial-minded powers

confirm the sagacious selection made by our

Movement in a most sensitive juncture in its
history. I hbpe sincerely that the hardships and

sacnfices borne by this nation to gain its
independence will guarantee the fast march ofour

Movement towards the complete annihilation of

coloniahsm, racialism and domination.

The sincerity, friendship aT1d solidaritv

witnessed in the behaviour of'our hosts toget
with a happy and hopeful atmosphere and the
warm and kind reception extendeS to alt gu^t

and parncpants are undoubtedly a reflecfion of

revolutionary purity and a ^ f™°££
hange that has transformed this blessedTy

ofranToT

noble trust that it

^^ ^mic Republic

those l1 h my Whole-hea«ed gratitude to all
«tose who have unt.nngly assisted the preparation

The
Past Non-Aliened
few »ontta
Ihe T^
holdmgaSSTbly
of the" thC
Eighth

Summn in Zimbabwe that coincides with th S h
Ann versary of the Non-Aligned Movement is an

S?7eVeH
k"^ Symb°liC si^^cs:
Krstly Zimbabwe is a most important place

where one of the last lethal b.ows were stmck a

!nm °Lthe °ld col^i; this mean
haS already

our presence in one of the Front-line

T atWCPaymoreser-^attention
u^81 South Africa and its

sions agamst the states in this region and to
question of Namibian independence

dependent; the Third World is an organism the

members of which may not survive singly, and

certainly the preservation of the healthy life of the
great cluster of our African members is of utmost
importance.

This assembly is of great imRortance for Africa,
as the largest victim of the policies of imperialminded powers; for South Africa, as the biggest
victim of racialism as well as for those, who have,
despite unfavourable economic condition of this
continent, generously helped the holding of this
great assembly. I pray to God Almighty to bless

this assembly with benevolence and fulfilment.
Mr. Chairman!

The Eighth Non-aligned Summit Conference
Starts its work under very crucial circumstances.
Today a great portion of the world's economic
resources is wasted as a result of the arms race
and political tensions between the two poles of the
East and the West, the widening gap between the
South and the North is still the world's most
threatening problem, the terms of trade for the
exchange of raw materials with industrial goöds
are constantly shifting to the detriment of the
third world countries, the export of crises and

tensions to the Third World is accompanied by a
tremendous increase in the export of arms and as a
result of this double exploitation, the concepts of
growth and development are turned into
impractical and inaecessible aims. The looting of
the wealth of the Third World countries is even
.transferred to future generations through the
infamous debts crisis.

The rather open policies of classic colonialism
are replaced by complex, secretive and more
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effective methods of exploitation. Militarism, use
of force in the settlement of international disputes,
violation of human rights in the true sense of the
word,

violation

humanitarian

of

norms,

international
weakening

law
of

and

multi-

lateralism,non-tolerance of independent Systems
by the existing two poles, the nuclear threat,

production and employment of mass-destruction
and conventional weapons and the destruction of
human

ecological

environment

and

natural

resources have all escalated to new threatening
heights.

Moral crises, which are in fact the infrastructure
of other

international crises, are threatening

humanity more than ever in the past. Alienation
from the values of divine schools, the safest
criteria and bases for the proper behaviour of
mankind, has resulted in moral anarchy and has

shaken

the

cultural

foundation

of

human

communities. The dissemination öf corruption
and Prostitution and the disintegration of the

foundations

öf family structure, that is, the

foundation stone of all communities and the
surest device for their survival and continuity,
have been on the increase.

Any accomplishment in the struggle for the
reversal of this explosive trend is dependant on an
urgent, all-out international effort. Inevitably the
present opportunity must be fully utilized for this

purpose; otherwise we shall be responsible, to a

large extent, for the continuation of these crises.

The Doctrine of Dominatoin
Mr. Chairman, Heads of State or Government,
9

Distinguished Delgations!

Let us for a moment go beyond our day to day,
short-term and local problems. This is not meant
to belittle problems each of which is exerting
unbearable pressure on idividual nations and
which keeps millions of people in the claws of
injustice, poverty, hunger, war, disease and

ignorance but only to get a bird's-eye view for
finding out the origin and the framework of all
those sad phenomena and the basic defect in the
world's political and economic relations and the
true mentality of the oppressor and the victim;
such a discovery will undoubtedly put a great
responsibility on the shoulders ofthose who have
found out the reality, but it will, at the same time,
show us the key to many problems, keep us on a
straight path and help us distinguish between our
enemies and friends.

Our principal problem is that the world seems
to have submitted to the doctrine of domination.
If we venture to set aside, for a brief moment, all
our official Statements and customary Slogans and
cliches and if we do not make generalisations on
the basis of a few exceptions, we shall see clearly
that not only the superpowers and other powers
who have divided the world into zones of interest,
and arrogantly look for their interests in the far
corners of the world, but even the dominated
nations and their leaders have assented to the
doctrine of domination as a Predestination!
The doctrine of domination was practiced, in
the past, in the crude forms of military
subjugation and Systems of slave labour by
warlords, invaders and emperors. Today,
however, it functions as a very sophisticated,
10

international network and appears in different
areas of the life of nations with very different
manifestations. The doctrine of domination has
been successful in structuring its own economic

System, its own political relations and, above all,
its own "superior culture'Westerday in history,

nations had to simply make military preparations
and put up a tough defence against invading

armies but today a lot of work must first go into
proving to some nations that they are, in fact,

living

under

conditions

of domination

and

subjugation. The doctrine of domination has,
most subtly, spread its evil wings all over the
world.

The powerful of the earth, only because they

happen to possess the instruments of power,
interfere in other nations' affairs, order them
about, pass judgements on them, unilaterally
decide upon economic and trade relations with the
weaker nations and

even go as far as defining

human concepts such as 'freedom', 'human rights'
and 'terrorism' for them... they practically do

what they like and other weak nations and their
leaders submit to their actions as if they were acts
of Providence or diseases with no eure; at best they
aeeept them after some hesitation and a little
modification.
The ugliest phenomenon of our time is that the
weaker nations häve no space for maneuvre

except for a few inches to run in the field of

interests of one big pöwer in the direction of the
other's. To live freely and independently, to be
äble to think and decide for oneself and to ignore

the wishes and interests ofthe powerful is the one
fatal shortage that our world today is facing.
11

This passivity or weakness has made a great
contribution to the aggressive and exploitative
attitude of the big powers. But whenever a nation
and its leaders block their aggressive advance and
tolerate the risks and hardships involved, all those
means of power are proved to be useless and the
aggressor's advance is stopped. The struggles of

different liberation movements in the last decades
and the resistance in Lebanon and Afganistan
serve as brilliant and memorable examples.
The imperial-minded powers are daily

becoming stronger and the gap between the weak
and the strong is daily widening to the detriment
of the former. No one is tq remain immune from
the ubiquitous System of domination. And
deplorably the background for this alarming
process is found in the Third World itself. Lack of
determination in certain leaders, fear of open
confrontation with imperial-minded powers,
reliance on the support of these powers, lack of
belief in people's power and reluctance to rely on
their own people are the main causes of the
passivity and weakness of Third-World countries
and the main factor in strengthening the
supercilious powers of our time. *

The way out
What is to be done? Time was when
Nationalism and Marxism had raised some hope.
But, with the passage of time, the former was
turned into an instrument for setting oppressed
nations against each other, and the latter was
employed as the means of forming a new empire,
12
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intensifying antagonism and pushing nations into
political blocs and, in one word, trampling upon
peoples and imprisoning them... all doctrines that
are based on shaky, materialist thoughts will

produce the same results.

The culture of the domination doctrine has
humiliated people and made them addicted to
oppression. We must, therefore, try to eure people
from within.. Belief in the dignity and power of
man, in God, in true human values, in the vaeuity
of the satanic powers should be revived in their
hearts and souls; they should be armed with the

battle-proved weapon of faith.

Islam and all other' divine religions invite
humanity to such strong faiths and in exactly the
opposite direction demanded by the doctrine of
domination. Indisputable Islamic texts teach us
"Neither be an oppressor, nor be oppressed".
They teil us that oppressing and stibmitting to

oppression are the two sides of the same coin, that

the oppressor and the oppressed are aecomplices,
that remaining a speetator is a sin and that

indifference is a step towards sinfulness.

Trust in God Almighty's eternal power and
unshakable belief in the power of people is

another teaching of Islam to nations and their
leaders; that is really what helps them in resisting
the oppressive powers and assures them ofvictory
in their fight.

This great Islamic teaching has repeatedly

materialized in the past and in contemporary
history: wherever a nation and its leaders have
resolutely stood against aggressive acts and
courageously faced the hardships and dangers of

the struggle the weapons of the oppressors have
13
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become blunt and the oppression has been

stoppe^. The victorious liberation movements of
the last decades and the resistance in Lebanon and
Afghanistan today are the shining proofs of our

claim.

The victorious Islamic Revolution in Iran and
the establishing ofan Islamic Republic is the living
proof of the falsity of the conception that the
dominant powers of the world are invincible and
that their wishes and desires are to be satisfied
Our message to oppressednations is that Submission
to the doctrine ofdomination and legitimization of

the will ofthepowerfuliswrong;itis, infact, agreat

contribution to the establishment of illegitimate

dominations.

The secret of the victory of our great Islamic
Revolution lies in the fact that we had faith in God
and in our people and we knew that the oppressive

powers were not invincible.

It is in this spirit that today we, openly and
fearlessly, challenge the world System of
oppressive dominations. It is an Obligation and we

are certain that we shall overcome.

The application of this divine teaching as well

as unambiguous directives by the prophet of
Islam, may peace of God be upon him, in the

realm of international relations is this:' we can

never remain indifferent or impartial in the face of

violation and aggression anywhere in the world

and it would be irrelevant whether the event
touches upon our national interests or not If the
third world countries pay due attention to this

pnnciple,the present disunity and incongruity in
the face of Imperialism will soon be removed

Why can our Non-aligned movement not declare
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officially that impartiality or indifference of
members vis-a-vis any sort of violation or
aggression is unjustifiable and a violation of our
principles?

Appraisal of The Movement
At this juncture I wouid like to put forward
spi^e view-points on the evaluation and appraisal
of the present Situation of our movement in the

light of the afore-mentioned principles i.e. the
rejection of the doctrine of domination and the
oppressor/oppressed dual System.

It is an undeniable fact that the very
establishment of this movement was a revolt
against the prevailing doctrine of domination on
the part of the independent countries of the Third
World. And today the Third World does not
recognise
any better framework for the
Organisation and mobilization of its efforts than
the Non-ligned Movement. Therefore, in order
to assess our achievements and our shortcomings,

we must find out what our movement has done for

rejecting the doctrine of domination and|replacing
it with a System of just and fair relations; we
should draw lessons from our past and build our
future on the basis of this valuable experience.

Achievements
The Non-aligned Movement has, in the quarter
Century of its life, gained some remarkable
achievements:

The Bandung Conference made a positive
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contribution to anti-colonial movements by
mtensifying and accelerating their struggle and

encouraged them to join the Movement in order to

safeguard their newly-gained security and
independence.

The support extended to liberation movements
and anti-colonial struggles by the Non-aligned
Movement was a laudably unique phenomenon
on the international scene and helped them take
certain steps to defy the doctrine of domination
which, at the time, manifested itself in its worst

militaristic form.

The Non-aligned Movement has helped the
newly-independent states preserve their
revolutionary and populär character; more
dynamism, however, is wanting in this respect
The Non-aligned Movement has, since
Seventies, proposed and promoted the New
International Economic Order as tirelessly as
possible and this has, in turn, raised the level of
international consciousness to this crucial

matter. And if our next steps are seriously planned
and assiduously executed, we will hopefully go a

long way to smash the horrifying network of

economic domination of the Third World.

In the last two decades when tension between
the two power blocs had reached an explosive
climax and the nightmare of a nuclear
confrontation had brought human society to the
threshold of annihilation, the Non-aligned
Movement's peace-loving approach and its

persuasive positions in disarmament negotiations
played a part in reducing the threatening tension
and in enlightening the world public opinion in
this area.
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To these achievements one may add the gradual
mfluence of the Non-aligned Movement in the
United Nations wherein a collective, Non-aligned

vote, is sometimes spoken of. This welcome

development has, endangered the superpowers'
dommation on the United Nations and has
mamfested the power of the member-nations
albeit in a very limited framework. The United
State's unease at this development is quite evident
through its recent, recalcitrant behaviour towards

the United Nations.

Criticism
Allow me, Mr. Chairman, to be more frank

now on the shortcomings of our Movement

because it is an honest appraisal of them that may
help us find ways for leading the Movement to a

brighter future.

Is there a more abominable crime than the
military occupation of a country or resorting to
military aggression in order to impose political
and economic domination on another nation?

How many nations from among the deprived

nations of the Third World and their young and
populär governments have, for the last quarter
Century, become victims of such actions? Why has

our Movement failed to exert some international

pressure against the aggressor in such cases? Why

has the Movement not taken a clear, unreserved

stand, as may in the least, be expected from it and

has in fact behaved most conservatively and

ineffectively?

Certainly it is not expected that the Movement
17
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should behave as a military bloc, but one can

tehXePoCtltrSehd°neStlyand C°Urageous|y' defend

victims of aggression and domination. The

that the Non-aligned Movement rern^free from

deals, compromises and hypocrkical, diplomatic

tricks and swindles that are practiced in the realm

of international relations today.

As far as economic domination is concerned it
■s quite clear today that the developed, indus riä

countnes of the world purchase the raw mäter a

and the natural resources of the Third World a

cheaPniabourey themSelveS; they «ploit the
like and seil their products tTthem at^ny*^

that is good for their economies.

The horrendöus economic network at the

Service of the big powers has such a strong holdt

the economic affairs of other countries that some

people are passively and submissively convinced

that there is nö hope for escape! The culture of

dominat,on helps guarantee the economic

interests of the arrogant powers and whenever a

überation movement becomes active and a n
awakens,firstly the dominant powers try *0

in the bud or to silence it by hook or 1

then their shameless, all-out, milita^ Tconom"}^
pohtical and adverse Publicity TnvasTön

commences. Look what the arch-satan is doing to

Nicaragua! Look what they have done ™Xl

Islamic revolution in Iran and are still doing- And
in the face of all this effrontery, arrogance, crueky

and cnme, we do not painfully'witn ss any

dynamism in the Nori-Aligned Movement.
Mr. Chairman!

Permit me t0 declare frankly that this

threatening weakness in the Non-aligned

movement

is

caused

by

two

unwelcome

phenomena: a disregard for the fundamental

pnncples ofthe Movement and an indiffernce to
world problems.

Today we have certain members among us who

cannot speak of non-alignment amongst their
own people because their country is a cross-road

of different foreign influences, because their

national-wealth is daily plundered by foreien

dominators and because their government is

nothing but a puppet on a string in the hands of

the b.g powers. Do we honestly expect such

governments to rebel against outside powers >

dommafon? There are also some other members
who do enjoy relative independence but they
prefer their superficial good health to involvement
m international responsibilites and fail to see what

the domineering powers have in störe for them.
Mr. Chairman!

As the President of a country whose neonle

«jM-hed their power through a" bloody nS

öfter8;"'
againf AmeHcan
ImPenaüsmone
ofthe most impenal-minded
powers
of our time-

whose government is the flag-bearer of divine
values and whose people have, since the victory of
their revolution, become a victim of all sorts of

assaults, attacks and invasions by the big powers

and their servile henchmen, I must give a wanZ

despite all my faith and ^ fo^
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Movement, that if the Non-Aligned Movement
does not take a radical and infra-structural step
for the removal of its b.asicproblems, the future of
the Movement will be in danger and the peoples of
our countries will lose faith in this Movement.

Suggestions
On this basis I would like to propose certain
suggestions for the improvement and
enhancement of the Movement's Status. What I
shall suggest are supported by many years of our
relentless struggle against the domination of
Imperialism; they are also confirmed by the
achievements of our revolution which have
astonished the big powers at the indefatigable
resistance of a nation and its populärity- with

other nations.

The very first urgent task is to rcvive the

principles of the Non-Aligned Movement. This is

a total question, It means:

Firstly: the member-states of the Movement
must have complete respect for the Movement's
principles in their relations with other
governments. The spirit of the principles of the

Movement is resistance against and removal of all

sorts of dominations. It is nönsensical for a
government to be a member of the Non-Aligned

Movement and grant military bases and provide
other economic, political and cultural facilities for
the domination of the superpowers or, even

worse, itself to invade another country and try to

cripple it economically.

Secondly: the idea of non-alignment,
detachment from satanic oppressors and
20

resistance

against

the

invasion

of dominant

powers must be vastly publicized among peoples

as there is no better or more effective Support to
throw off the assaults of the domineering powers
than people's preparedness.

The next urgent task before us is to revive the
sense of responsibility among us in connection
with international problems.
Our Movement must be the flag-bearer of
justice and a symbol of resistance against
domination throughout the world. Lack of
sufficient power to stop assaults andattacks against
nations completely should not prevent us from

roaring against the oppressors and defending the

rights ofthe victims with everything at ourdisposal.

It is belittling for our Movement that in the last
quarter

Century

governments

so

especially

many

those

countries

who

were

and

the

products of peoples' movements and revolutions
and had gained their freedom and non-alignment
at the price of their peoplesVbloodhave often been
betrayed and violated and the Movement has not
reacted properly The spirit of resisting oppression
and defending the oppressed must become a value
and a criterion of priority for the members ofthe
Movement. Why can our Movement not really
differentiate between those countries who fought
against the domination of the superpowers and
joined the ranks of the Non-alignment after long
years of bloody struggle and revolution and some
others who, if not the guardiaqs öf the interests of
the big powers, only have a ceremonious presence
among us. The Movement must show courage and

decisiveness in defending the rights of peoples in
ehe Third World and in smashing the cancerous
21

network of domination; this is not of course
possible by means of the habitual politicking and

well-wishing.

The third important task is toexpand theareas
of the Movement's activities. The doctrine of
domination is not active in the political fieldonly
it has created its own culture and its own

economic

and

Propaganda

network

The

confrontation with this gigantic System, therefore

requires a comprehensive effort. In our opinion

the human nature is the central theme and
therefore a lot of work by our Movement should
be devoted to the area of cultural matters The
other important factor is to raise the level of our
people's political consciousness which is the

strongest barrier against the invading culture and

pohtics of the oppressors because the culture of
domination always opens the way for militarv

Penetration.

The ecohomy of the Third. World is at present in

a parasitic position at the feet of the economy of

domination. The countries of the Third World
have had to surrender their politicial freedom for

temporary economic facilities. The Third World

abounds in riches, raw materials, natural
resources and energy sources but these are

gratuitously put at the service of the economic
powers of the world. This is not because of
scientific, cultural and industrial backwardness of

the Third World; that is only the surface of the
Problem. The deeper problem has its roots in the
doctrine of domination. The Third World

countries are able to seriously challenge this
economic domination through the adoption and

collective execution of Special programmes. In

order to establish just and logical relations
between the developed countries and the Third
World, theNon-AlignedMovement can and must
fulfil its principal responsibility by facilitating

cooperation

members.

and

coordination

among

its

The fourth important task for the revival of the

Non-Aligned Movement is the formulation of

Standards and criteria on the basis of the

principles of the Movement for a principled

approach to international problems and world
events. There are a variety of problems and the

Movement cannot deal with them as individual

cases. Apart from the impracticability of this,

there is the risk of double-standards on similar
Problems for which there is no lack of regrettable
examples.

The question of aggression, the problem of

dominant economic relations and the existing
international laws, regional cooperaion in the
framework of Non-alignment, the creation of
regional nuclei for resisting the aggressions of the
two blocs, assisting the development andprogress
of the Third World countries and the

strengthening of the executive power of the
Movement are our urgent priorities.

Some urgent tasks
The process ofjoining the Movement in the last

quarter Century has been impressive. Today the

Movement, as it is, embraces a majority of the
nations of the world and it is, therefore,
incumbent upon the Movement:

Firstlyrto formulate a political, economic and
cultural policy for the administration of
international affairs and instead of simply
23
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international regulations.

there seems to be a correlation between the
violation of international laws and regulations
and the increase in the greed and selfishness of the
law-breakers. The third world countries have,
however, suffered most from the violation of

any executive guarantees. Exactly for this reason

Unfortunately not only the Non-Aligned
Movement but all international bodies have left
their adopted Standards and regulations without

Thirdly: to regulate the relations among the
non-aligned countries in a framework free from
non-third world and materialistic values. The
majority of the votes in most international bodies
belong to us; this power must be made use of for
the formulation of international laws.

teachings.

regarding human rights do not in any way reflect
third world values and are not inspired by divine

the judgement in international Organisation«

products of the period after the Second World
War and the Third World nations have at best
played a second-rate role. The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the bases for

international relations through their own moral,
cultural and value Systems which were mainly the

Secondly: To start a campaign for the
promotion of its cultural values as an important
phase in its historical mission and as a new
objective. The conquerers of the Second World
War, particulary the leaders of the political poles,
have imposed on other nations bases for

movement of the world Community.

reacting to problems to actively and effectively
participate in deciding the direction of the

The absence of homogeneity among our
countries has left individual nations to singly face
an aggregate of pressures, encroachments and
violations and the only solution to this problem
lies in the creation of a new order of international
law.

This new international, legal order must be
founded on three bases:

Firstly: the common chapters in the values of
nations must, equally and indiscriminately, serve
as the corner-stones of this new legal System. It is
true that the non-aligned countries have, in the
course of the last quarter Century, succeeded in

modifying international laws for the benefit of the
third world countries but the imposition of the big
powers value Systems in the primary structure of
existing international legal order has resulted in a

System that is more favourable to the itnerests of
the big powers.

Secondly:theinternational laws and regulations
must substitute the preservation of the Status quo
by administration of justice as their objective.
And thirdly:the indiscriminate observation of
these laws and regulations should be effectively
guaranteed and the existing procedure that make
it impossible to make decisions against the wishes
of those with the right of veto put an end to. The
right of veto makes the whole profitability of the
United Nations a questionable matter. We should
justifiably repeat the undying demand for the
abolition of the right of veto for which there is
absolutely no justification.

In our opinion it is necessary that constant
supervision is maintained on the violation of

international regulations as far as relations among
25

members are cohcerned and some mechanism is
envisaged for the adoption of punitive policies in
the cases of such violations. It is also necessary to
fill existing legal loopholes in international
relations especially in important areas such as the
Prohibition of use of fprce, prohibition of
aggression, observation of humanitarian laws and
regulations in peace-time or war, respect for
human rights and prohibition of the use of mass

destruction weapons such as chemical weapons.
Our sessions äre opportune occasionsfor fulfilling

this task.

Apartheid and The South African

Tragedy

Mr. Chairman!

The best test for assessing the efficiency of the

prevailing international, legal order is to take a
glance at the history of South Africa and the

Performance of international organizations vis-avis the violations and aggressions of this racist
regime. It is a glaring example because, no other
State in conterpporary history has managed to
bring together all conceivable wickednessand evil
in a Single regime and very few criminal regimes
have beert, so frequently and intensely, despised
and condemned for their crimes and aggressions
against humanity as this one.Therefore,there were
absolutely no excuse or justification for the
passivity of the international organizations.
Despite all this, at present when we are nearing
the end of the 20th Century, all Channels and

avenues for the survival of the Pretoria regime are
26

«dl open. The problem of South Africa is not
merely an African problem. Shameless

transgression upon sublime human values

anywhere in the world is a violation ofthe rights of

humanity everywhere. Therefore, the continued

assistance of the United States of America and

some European governments to the Pretoria
regime.and their negligence in the execution of

economic sanctions against it which has been

recommended and approved in dozens of
Statements and resolutions, must be condemned

by theNon-Aligned Movement as a violation of
the rights of all our members and certain practical

punishments be applied.

The Islamic Republic of Iran has, as its Islamic
and national as well as its international

Obligation, not only stopped its oil exports to that
country but has since maintained a complete

embargo against the racist Pretoria regime; it has
made every effort for the annihilation of racism
and the independence of Namibia and has
extended a helping hand for the repulsion of
aggressions against the Front-line states. This
policy must be executed, without reservation by
all our members as an official Non-aligned policy.
I propose,therefore, that this Summit assign a
Special committee consisting of representatives at

the Heads of State level, of different geographical

regimes

to

formulate

binding

international

pohcies in military, economic, political and
cultural areas for the complete annihilation ofthe

racist regime.

Southern Africa will, sooner or later and with
or without our support, belong to the black-

skmned majority. We are obliged to contribute to
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this process not because of their need but only to

salvage our own humanity.

Namibia & the FrontlineStates
Mr. Chairman!

We offer our great respect for the struggle of the
people of Namibia led by SWAPO and we believe

that the es'tablishment of diplomatic relations
with SWAPO on the part of the Non-aligned

countries is the least we can do for them and we

hope that this will realize at this present Session.
The mankind's conscience is tormented by what

occurs in South Africa. The presence of an

Apartheid System in our world, is a constant

source of shame for all of us; it must be done away

with.

The Front-line states have, by their courageous
resistance, played their part, most generously, for
the freedom of the majority in South Africa and
the independence of Namibia, thus writing a
.golden page in the history of the Third World.
Supporting the Front-line states in the face of

South African aggressions cannot be limited to
slogan-mongering. The people ofSouth Africa are
sick and tired of hundreds of Statements and

resolutions adopted against the Pretoria regime in
the last four decades which are gathering dust in
the archives of international organizatiohs. Africa

needs action today.

The Islamic Republic of Iran firmly demands
that the eradicaion of the Pretoria regime should
turn into an objective of the Non-Aligned
Movement in the current Session and Zimbabwe,
as the head of the Movement, must exercise all its
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power and potential for this purpose. The Islamic

Republic of Iran, on the basis of its international
Obligation and, more importantly, according to
Islamic teaching of defending the oppressed and
fighting the oppressor, is prepared to offer all in its
power for this glorious struggle.

South Africa & the Zionist Regime
Mr. Chairman!

There may be few regimes as similar in thought

and deed as the racist regime of South Africa and

the

Zionist

against

regime.

the

systematically

and

neighbours. Both
international

They

both

indigenous

constantly

hold

laws

records

and

discriminate

people.
attack

in

Both
their

violating

regulations.

More

international resolutions and Statements have
been issued condemning them than any other
country. The^y both practice State terrorism and

both are mainly propped up by the American
arch-satan and some Western countries.

These sinister similarities have brought the two
regimes very close to each other in an exceptional
way and helped them to coordinate their policies.
This means that also in the case of Zionism

compromise and reform will not bring about
positive changes.

We believe that^complete freedom will not be

achieved in the holy land of Palestine without an
all-out armedstruggle.lt is the intrinsic nature of
these regimes to be aggressive, not an external
characteristic that can be changed by persuasion
and

negotiation.

The

scenario

of

peaceful

coexistance of the peoples of the region with such
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regimes is only a preoccupation for simple minds

I would like to warn our African brothers

especially with regard to the trip by Prirhe

Minister of the Zionist regime to Morocco that the
Zionist policy of gaining influence in Africais a
natural extension ofthe racist regimes' policy and
in the long run it will be the great loss of countries
which have established relations with Zionism
The cooperation of the two regimes in nuclear

matters is the greatest warning of the danger

equally threatening the Middle East and Africa

Like the problem ofthe racist regime, Zionism is a

universal

problem

and

must

therefore

be

combatted internationally. Non-aligned policy
towards both regimes must be unified; this policy
must be ratified in this Conference as a binding

Obligation.

Lebanon

Mr. Chairman!

The Nen-aligned countries should also develoo

a clear. policy towards Lebanon based on the

withdrawal ofthe Zionist regimes' forces and the
so-called multinational "peace keeping" force
Fortunately the unceasing and very successful

struggle ofthe Muslims in Lebanon against the

occupymg, usurper forces has been an example
and source of inspiration for us.

Lebanon, rather than being a problem, is more
a lesson for us. The successful resistance of
Lebanon's Muslims in the- face of foreign

Aggressor

forces

distinctly

shows

that

the

strengthening of Imperialist power and aggression

can ,n no part of the Third World be blamed on

the lack of material means. Only the spirit of

resisting oppression can explain the success ofthe
30
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Lebanese Muslims' struggle: Supporting this
heroic struggle until the complete end of the big
powers' and Zionist regime's influence, should be
the key element in the Movements' unified policy.

The War Imposed on Iran
Mr. Chairman!

The Middle East has always been coveted by
the big powers for its Strategie importance and
huge energy resources, and as a result, it has often
become

the

objeet

of

conspiracies

and

aggressions. The creation and imposition of the

Zionist regime in this region was meant to
perpetuate tension and prepare the ground for

constant

Therefore,

intervention

the

by

emergence

the

big

powers.

of

the

Islamic

revolution and the establishment of the Islamic

Republic of Iran whose prineipal mottos included
the destruetion of the Zionist regime andstopping
the intervention of the East and the West in the

affairs of the Middle East, was right from the
beginning assessed as a serious threat to the
interests of the big oppressors. The imposition of
the war against the Islamic Republic of Iran was
the oppressive powers' practical response to this
threat. A glance at the process of war in the last six
years: huge quantities of armaments supplied to

Iraq by the two superpowers, the flood of direct
financial assistance by the agents of Imperialism
in the region, the silence of international bodies in
the face of the flagrant Iraqi aggression and
violation of international laws, the reluctance of
the Security Council to investigate the
commencement of aggression by Iraq and scores
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of other revealing evidence and documents, will
point to an undeniable fact: the emergence of a
truly non-aligned State in a region much loved and
coveted by the big powers was not to be tolerated;
it had to be invaded from all fronts. And Iraq, in
the honourable role of the executive agent of
Imperialism. was selected and assigned thejob.
Mr. Chairman!

The evidence and documents regarding the war
teil us this: Taking advantage of the chaotic
Situation after the Revolution in Iran and on the
assumption that the Iranian army was in complete
disarray, Iraq began a vast, all-out invasion of
Iran to occupy land and help topple the regime.

Vast parts of Iran were occupied, cities, towns and
villages were razed to ground, civilians were
captured and shot, international laws were
violated.one after another, the documents of the
Algiers Agreement signed between the Shah's
regime and the present regime in Iraq were torn to
pieces by the Head of the Iraqi regime, the use of
inhuman chemical weapons in defiance of world
public opinion during the war continued with

remarkable frequency in the last three years, cities
and residential areas were repeatedly made the
targets of aerial and missile attacks. Neither did
the past generations escape these anti-human
crimes: Their cultural heritage and historical
monuments

were

savagely

attacked

and

destroyed. Thus on the evidence of international

documents many records for historical crimes
were broken in the six years of this imposed war.
Mr. Chairman!

Neither may the tragic story of war be summed

up in a few sentences, nor can the depth of Iraqi
32

violations and crimes be measured. Aggression
violation and crimes are not quantities. No experts'

report, no international principle and no human
pen can describe the depth of the agony ofthose

mothers who, in the last moments of their life
while embracing thier raped young daughters
bade a final farewell before being büried alive in a

massgrave. Could the mass of bones recovered

from mass-graves in Hovaizeh and Bostan

together with the tears of thousands of children
who, after frequent aerial and missile attacks
have bitterly wailed beside the corpses of their

parents in the ruins of Dezful, Behbahan

Manvan, and dozens of other towns, really show

the depth of this human'tragedy?

The war documents show that although the
Iraqi regime, immediately after the liberation of
Khorramshahr and its scandalous defeat,
suddenly changed its nature and overnight

transformed into a peace-loving regime, its war
crimes and inhuman violations of the most
elementary human rights continued unabated; in

fact they constantly intensified. The documents
for these crimes are available in the hospitals of
Europe. The Iraqi crimes, according to many
international authorities, have made Chenghiz
Khan and Hitler seem tarne in comparison.
Mr. Chairman!

If we add to these, the billions of dollars of

material loss forlraq and Iranand if we think of

the lost opportunities for constructive efforts for
both countries, we are faced with a shocking result
about which no free thinker could remain
impartial. At a historical level a great case of
injustice has occurred. A revolutionary nation has
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been the victim of an all-out invasion for his

march to independence, genuine non-alignment
and freedom. What is our national duty? History

has shown that when war-mongers and
international aggressors are not properly
punished and justice is not administered, the fire
of war will flare again at the next opportune
moment. Without administering justice, without
removal of oppression and without destroying the
aggressive mentalities, the invitation of both the
oppressor and the

oppressed for peaceful co-

existancef has no meaning but the recognition of
oppression and helping its continuation.

Ifttie Islamic Republic of Iran could find ways

of compensating for the billions of dollars of war
losses, the lives of our martyred sons and the lost
opportunities for reconstruction in the best years

of revolution would never be restored. Some
people say that only a miscalculation about the

defence potential of the Islamic Republic of Iran
was the motivation for the Iraqi invasion of Iran
and now that Iran has manifested its true power,

such a miscalculation will not happen again. This
sort of analysis sounds more like a joke. What

threatens the security of a State is the potential of

aggressiveness

and

oppressive

domination

beyond its borders, but miscalculations may occur
at any time and in any place. Since the Coming to

power of the present Iraqi regime through a coup
d'etat, not only the Islamic Republic of Iran but

most of the countries in the region have not been
immuned from the aggressions of tjiis inhuman
regime.

Mr. Chairman!

An aggressive war by any party and under any
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pretext is to be condemned equally everywhere

and it is equally hated whether it was started

direcHy by imperialism or by one of its agents.
While an offence or petty crime in all countries of
the world and by any Standards are fegally

pumshable, can it be accepted that such horrible

international crimes as invading another country

may be left unpunished?

Does the conscience of the world Community
agree that an aggressive regime destroys billions
of dollars' worth of the wealth of two developing

countnes, mass-murders tens of thousands of
men, women and children, creates most

dangerous tensions in an important, Strategie

region of the world and violate almost all
international laws and regulations and when

desp.te all this, it is on the brink of defeat and
coliapse, Starts crying for peace and insults the

intelhgence of the representatives of the:world

Community in international fora. Are we to

beheve that history is an agreerhent and it may be
daily rewritten at the whims of the big powers? It
seems that some people have "constrüctive"

proposals for rewriting history and the history of

the war!

J

However, no matter höw constrüctive these

proposals may be, they cannot help us convince

Iranian parents that the loss of thier children is a
figment of thier imagination. Not a geheration has
passed since the war, we have all seen and feit the
tragedies and catastrophies of this war and we
cannot deeeive ourselves to fts ugly realities.
Inose who believe in the whimsical rewriting of
history, should better do their work with the
events of the bygone past. They may go on at
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length about Chenghiz Khan's and Hitler'slove of

peace, compassion, and constructiveness!
Mr. Chairman!

The Islamic RepublicofIran has the Obligation

as a national and Islamic duty and according to

the prmaples of the Movement, to punish the war-

mongenng and aggressive regime of Iraq Of

course losses of life for the Iraqi and Iranian
nations cannot possibly be compensated. Further

w.th regard to continuous violation of

international regulations by the Iraqi regime and

the fact that it has no respect for international
muln-lateral Agreements and commitments, there

is absolutely *, international guarantee forthl

RZh^^^^^^^^^^mic
Repubhc of Iran by the Iraqi regime. As a result
he Iraq, reg.me, as the beginner ofthe war, carries'

the respons.bility for its continuation

The importance of international bodies and
authonties in dealing decisive.y with the probkm

of he war, 1S also one of the causes for Z

prolongat.on of the war: two tenures ofoffice in
the;Cha,rmanSh,pof the Movement have passed

and th,s war has not yet come to a just end This

means that theexisting international order has no
yet smxeeded in approaching the problem on a
pnncpled, practical and objective basis The

fundamental difficulty lies in the fact ,„„/£

Solutions proposed by international bodies and

governmentsinterested in peace lacks the necessary
attentwn to the important element ofjustice. When

Iraq was in the position of power

the

international organizations and governments did

nothmg to stop the aggression and to establish

peace. But now when, as a result of the valiant

L

that the

SS
Sy'-the
burden of
fäce of
a" mternationaI ^ligation in the
tace of aggress.on, has been borne, in the Ion*

cours* of the war, by the Islamic Republic ofIran§
One of our difficulties in this respe«'

regrettably originates from a

stem

^,

Standards ,„ judgement of the war question Fo
example, while according to the AUied London

Declaranon of 1942, the execution of HitS for

war crimes was considered as one of Zmost

jmportant aims of continuing the war and

therefore, a legal precedent is already established

nr^uiementordedsio^^^^^^^^

SSsassaS
Iraq, and under the pressure of world public

opimon, they have finally made a very vaeue

reference to the crime of starting the 22

under the

acts

watered-down ^phrase^ a

,n the most unfair resolution of thier

Secunty Council. Unfortunately some

uch

double-standard judgements are also wimLed in

the posmons of some Non-aligned countries

Kations in tL ^J^
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chemical weapons, attacks on residential and
civilian areas, attacks against cultural institutions
attacks against merchant shipping and civilian
aircraft and mistreatment of prisoners of war All
these violations have taken place frequently
according to documents prepared by the United
Nations but not in a Single case has the Iraqi
regimcbeen called to international account It is

astonishingly regrettäble that the attitude of some

Non-ahgned governments is even lagging behind

the Secunty Council's unfair stand.

I must frankly declare here that if the NonAlgned Movement cannot administer any

punishment or take up a fair and clear stand in

such an unambiguous, documented case as the
case of the Iraqi regime's aggression and crimes, it
would be hard to hope that it could be ofany noteworthy effect as far as the aggressions and

oppressive acts of the bigger powers or great

international crises are concerned. The Iraqi
regime can be punished by the Non-Aligned
Movement on different accounts:

Aggression

against

a

non-aligned

revolutionär nation, violation of all
international regulations, tension-mongering for

inviting the superpowers to interfere in the

internal affairs of the region and destroying the
matenal potential of the region to fhe detriment of

the Third World and in the interest of both

superpowers.

Mr. Chairman!

According to the. most basic principles of the

Movement, the commitment of only one of the

aforementioned crimes is sufficient ground for the
expulsion of a member-state from the Movement.
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In both the Bandung and Beigrade Declarations,
commencement of war is considered a crime
against humanity. Have we retreated from the
Bandung and Beigrade positions? In the Beigrade

Declaration the production and use of chemical
weapons is strictly and unconditionally banned
but the Iraqi regime has, after being condemned
for this by the Security Council on 2Ist. March

1986, employed chemical weapons more than
three times on a large extent. How far can the
violation of the principles of non-alignment go?
The Movement is duty-bound: firstly to expel
Iraq from the Non-Aligned Movement; secondly
to use the experience of this destructive war for the
prevention of similar aggressive warsand thirdly
to approve a programme for the punishment of
the violators of the principles of the non-aligned in
different areas.

We have no right to diminish the just
punishment of such a crime for certain
considerations or for immediate, mutual interests.
Any negligence in this respect will only encourage

the Aggressors and endanger peace and security
for future generations. Our people are determined
to prove, once and for all, that they will never
submit to oppressive force and, to achiew this,
they know of no Limits for their sacrifices.
We are, of course, prepared to welcome any

initiative that will lead to the establishment of a
lasting peace, to the eradication of the roots of
disputes and wars and to the establishment of
peaceful relations with all the countries in the
region. Peace, generally speaking, andinparticular
for our sensitive region, is not a choice; it is a vital
necessity. Therefore, we have no choice but to
39

establish and consolidate such lasting peace in our

has

been

recompensed

with
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movement should be represented in Non-aligned

Afghanistans independence and liberation

cannot protect the superpowers puppet regimes

Afghanistan as an important problem still faces
the Movement. Sadly, the unconditional and
immediate withdrawal of the occupying forces is
still far from being realized. The Movement
cannot bide its time exhorting occupying forces to
leave. It is not the Movement's duty to repeatedly
and uselessly preach to the superpowers. I must
distinctly emphasize that the Movement cannot
discriminate between the struggle of the Muslim
people of Lebanon, Afghanistan, Palestine or
Namibia for the departure of occupying foreign
forces. According to its principles the Movement

part of the Islamic lands. The question of

Afghanistan. Tolerating the Zionist regime in the
region has caused a superpower to try to occupy
and impose an anti-Islamic regime on another

aggressions

It would not be far-fetched to say that accepting
the establishment of the Zionist regime and its

Afghanistan

prosperity.

region for development, self-sufficiency and

will help substitute fear of aggression in all the
countries of the region by peace and tranquility
and devote the great economic wealth of the

region by decisivefy punishing the aggressive, warmongering and black-mailing regime oflraq. This

sessions like other Hberation movements.

Regretably, the Movements' record on the
Afghanistan issue is not proportionale to other

similar issues. If the Movement tolerates the
m.litary occupation of one of its members for any
excuse, it will blatantly have deviated from its own

principles.

The presence of five million Afghan refugees in
Iran and Pakistan is an indication of
Afghanistans internal State. The Movement
should not allow the fate of Islamic Afghanistan

to be bargained between the East and the West
The United States' efforts to replace the present

occupying forces

will

not

be

acceptable

Afghanistan should be independent and truly
non-aligned.

Latin America
Mr. Chairman!

The Situation in Latin America at least in one
way needs the attention of theNon-Aligned

Movement and that concerns the recent vote of
the international court at the Hague concerning
the United States' illegal support of the

Nicaraguan counter-revolutionaries, and the

United States' reaction- to that ruling. These

events

show that international rules and

regulations have been attacked in an

unprecedented way by the'big powers and that
international bodies and organizations are only
respected insofar as they unconditionally

surrender to the big powers' wishes and interests

and that countries approachingnon- alignment

will certainly be opposed by the big powers
Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to take

steps to protect fledgling non-aligned countries.
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The Non-Aligned Movement has a duty to defend

revolutionary Nicaragua indeed.

The Non-Aligned Movement must not remain

countr.es and the United States.
Mr. Chairman/

A new and dangerous dimension i

of espionage and employme«

(

w

\

T M?

CCepted that »1-intentioned

should be able to constantly watch anv

i6 ^ *? nati°nS °fthC W°rId^ch ^

y

used against them

Prime Minister Mugabe, in his keynote address

fs!S !Ur
r16'^ rightly pointed out ^at it
most. dwturbing that the largest number of
soil of non-ahgned countries. Permit me to bring

o the attent.on of the distinguished audience tha!

the real source of ^ existing ^.^ ^ ^ «

tound in aggression and aggressive policies I

beheve that we all share the notion that prevention
of the Initiation of war and suppression of

hffrTSö°fn
lieat £
heart of ^
the a88TSiVe
pohc.es POlkieSSh°uld
of the Non-Aligned

Movement; this is the idea embodied in Article I of
the United Nations Charter and the second

Senf^ 5 fUndamental P-iplesofNon'
But yesterday morning Mr. Arafat appealed to

the hW Republic of Iran to accept Mediation

M is necessary to remind him of a few points:

/•As a unretractable and indisnutahl^

fia„7rib;lity
of onc^^T^
tully and directly rests
its initiator
Any position. that does not

l
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international responsibility and must precede anv

other action.

J

4. Justice cannot be achieved without
punishment of the aggressor and restitution of the

nghts of the victim of aggression.

5. Support of theNon-AlignedMembersforthe

victim of aggression, according to the Non-

Aligned principles, is a duty and responsibility of
Member States and failure in discharging of this

responsibility is a deviation from the fundamental

principles of the Movement.

6. It is precisely this support which has granted

Mr. Arafat the opportunity to speak at the

Summit of the Non-Aligned Movement.

Therefore, any hesitation to exercise this support
is tantamount to the logic of his very presence in

the Summit.

7. It was expected of Mr. Arafat to bank on the

successes of the Palestinian people in their

struggle against the aggression of the Zionist

regime rather than to encourage others to support

aggression.

FF

8. It is sad to say that it is due to this very

att.tude that Palestine, after four long decades

still remains a victim of Zionist aggression

9. He may wish to prescribe a policy of

appeasement and Submission towards the
aggressor of Palestine. Although it is preferred for
mm not to do so. However, he should seriously

avoid to make such a-recommendation to others
10. Positions taken by.any one which do not

meet the foregoing principles are considered bv

the Islamic Republic of Iran, as partial
unconstructive and therefore unacceptable.
Mr
44

Arafat also invited repeatedly and

emphatically the Islamic Republic of Iran to

accept mediation. It shall suffice, in response to
quote a Statement made on September 28 1980

which is certainly familiär to Mr Arafat and by a
man whom Mr. Arafat seeks to Support. This was
at a time when a large part of our country was
under occupation:

"We should like to declare before you and
before the Arab Nation that we have turned down

some attempts by certain Arab officials for a so-

called mediation between us and Iran.

No Arab should undertake an attitude of

mediation. Should he fail to support his Arab
brother m the battle, then he should at least keep
silent although this is far below minimal

expectations."

I invite Mr. Arafat to officially State his logical

Position regarding the appeal contained in this

quotation.

International Economic Order
Mr. Chairman!

A decade after proposing the New International
Eoonomic Order and some optimism regarding
North-South negotiations, it has been provenAn

practice that success in them depends on granting

concessions, especially political concessions to the

North. As was shown recently in the United
Nations' General Assembly, t-he West has
exphctly asked permission to intervene in the

economic and political order of countries, to give

economic aid to Africa.

8

With the reduction in the price of oil, theWest's

great he has been uncovered and it was shown that
45
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world suffers from a moral crisis. It has been the
export of corrupt culture and ethics to the South
that has opened the way for the export of

econom,c crisis from the North to the South

TangIbIe results pf thegreat Islamic Revolution of
Iran wh,ch was mainly a moral and cultural

revolution support this.

Not only has the culture of consumption

corrupt.on and Prostitution accompanied
Imports of industrial goods into the Third World

but- ,t has also entered under the guise of the

Sm

Ar80'6"06 and technol°8y- Fortunately,

the Non-Ahgned Movement, during the last two
decades, has been able to raise the level of social

awareness in the Third World in comparison to

the pohtical and economic points of weakness

governing countries

and their international

relat.ons. Regretably the increase of this

awareness has not had a proportional increase in

cultural and moral awareness. Compensating this
shortcoming is one ofthe most urgent duties of the
Movement in Coming years. Not only must we

open a cultural and moral front against imported

corrupt values but we also strongly need to create

a deep moral change, which will also cause success
m other fields, by cultural cooperation and the
spread of common ways of combatting material
yalues, corruption, Prostitution and acquiescene
to oppression.

Mr. Chairman'

S

now have an impressive vote

the world bod.es. Therefore those international

organ.zat.ons and bodies which respect this vote

have been attacked by the big powers. The United

State' attack on UNESCO and its efficfern
d.rector and subsequent departure from jt, attacks

"e UN ha"' thC Unhed St3teS' rCCent «^

the UN have many meanings and consequences
These attacks show how mach the democradc

System is worth for them and their big fe n

supportmg it. The use ofeconomic mechanisms "

coun er U.e decrease of favourable votes towards

the Umted States and some other Western

countnes demonstrated that as far as that country
js concerned, rights are proportional to power and

money and international organizations are Iike

compan.es that yield votes in proportion to
■nvestment. Despite all this the non-aHgned
countnes should welcome those developments

for^M^6 'reated an appropriate opportunity

for the Non-ahgned to increase real cooperadon

amongst

themselves

and

to guarantee

h

Implementation of their views in different fie ds

of international cooperation

Therefore, the support and assistance of all

organ.zat.ons subjected to these attacks s one o

his session's important duties. Today multf
laterahsm ts a necessity. The Non-aligned caTand

must use the majority of votes they hfve to a,d the

development of the multi-lateral sy tem

Otherwise the continuance of some strucS

fhthe nS-m;rnatiOnaI
^^"^tions, espec at
United Nations. is into.erable. Basic chan"

must be made in the structure of the U„ft3

Nat.ons'Security Council
^The agenda of the United Nations' General

removal of the. defects of intern

ona

have stop ed them from carryjng ^

^

organ.zat.ons after the Second World War whSi
keepmg global peace and security and creating
cond.t.ons favourable to the independent and fref

growth of peoples.

I, sincerely hope that this part of the life of the

a^dTbt8;111563""160^^11^0-1-'-

World
World. W,
We

renCWal
the Thi*
can "kbeCthiCal
sure that
the inrichest
and

greatest cultural treasure is ours and oi

AUmghty

has

bestowed

^

bQ

C.od

blessmgs upon us. These treasures should be

uncovered and used for justice, p7aCe

development, progress and the elevation of
human values. Success in this is not possibk

unless we believe in our own ability. We must S
hrough society and give direction to the

tremendous power of the people
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